
To my Child, Boston Spencer

Hi Boston,

Because you're opening this letter on your Graduation Day, I'm not there with you.  In fact, I'm the proudest 
Dad not there!  Seriously though, I do want you to know that I am very much with you today.  

The glue we built with the funny and serious moments over the years is colossal and doesn't go away just because
someone's heart stops beating.  I love you son.  Your achievement is fantastic and I'll always be in your heart.

Take great care of your Mom.  Remember, when life looks dark, it's often just someone blocking the light.

Love and enormous hugs - keep succeeding!

Dad xxxx    



To my Wife, Holly Spencer

My darling Holly, 

I don’t know where you are or when exactly you are reading this.  I just hope that my letter has found you safe 
and healthy.  You whispered to me not long ago that you couldn’t go on alone.  You can, Holly.

You are strong and brave and you can get through this.  We shared some beautiful times together and you 
made my life … you made my life.  I have no regrets.  But I am just a chapter in your life, there will be many 
more. Remember our wonderful memories, but please don’t be afraid to make some more.  

Thank you for doing me the honor of being my wife.  For everything, I am eternally grateful.  

Whenever you need me, know I am with you.

Love Forever,
Your husband and best friend,
Gerry

PS, I promised a list, so here it is.  The following envelopes must be opened exactly when labeled and must be 
obeyed.  And remember, I’m looking out for you, so I will know …
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To my Friend, George Tenet

Georgieboy

It's in my funeral instructions - Dick has those.  Please make sure that Mindy, Jeff, Alanis and Mork are all 
kept away from my funeral.  The stuff you'll need to know.  Shred everything - there's nothing important 
written down anywhere.

Family pictures - filing cabinet, bottom drawer.
Spare keys to everything - freezer.
Cash - a safe hidden in the north-east corner of the barn.
Guns - same barn, opposite corner.

Hope that helps.

Your old friend 

Boots


